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F.No. GGSIPU/DSW/Anugoanj/2018/ Dated: 19.01.2018

NOTICE

Subject: Special Event of ‘Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat’ during Anugoanj – 2018.

It is to bring to the notice of students and teams participating in Anugoanj-2018 that GGSIP University, in pursuance of ‘Ek Bharat Shreshta Bharat’ programme launched by MHRD, GOI is organizing events and activities for enhancing cultural awareness among students of NCT of Delhi regarding its partner State Sikkim.

As a part of the above initiative it has been decided that a cultural programme representing the culture and tradition of Sikkim be performed as special event during upcoming Anugoanj-2018, and accordingly solicit teams from various affiliated colleges and USS to send their entries.

(Prof. C.S.Rai)
Director, Students’ Welfare

Copy to:
(1) All Deans/Directors with a request to widely circulate this among their students and encourage them for sending entries.